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APRIL 22nd
“The Thatched Cottage”
The thatched and timbered
cottage on the corner of
High Street and Deep
Street catches everyone's
eye. At the April meeting
the occupiers, Peter and
Sally Annesley, will be sharing some of the history of
the cottage.

“Robert of Prestbury"
At the same meeting Tony Noel will introduce us to Robert of Prestbury—
an elusive figure whom Tony has been pursuing in many of the Edward II
and III Court Rolls that apply to Robert’s somewhat wild life in various
parts of the country.

FARMS & FIELDS

The photograph shows Bill Barrett ploughing with his horses
Ronnie and Bess on Upper Hill Farm in the 1930s.

The presentation on Farms and Fields in January attracted a large audience and led to some useful
contacts. There is not only a great need to get our rural past recorded but a great interest too. As a
consequence there are now various projects being pursued
:
Michelle Rees is researching the Prestbury estate of the De La Bere family, which includes
Church Farm, Lower Hill and Upper Hill Farm. .
John & Marion Fisher are continuing the study of Lynworth Farm and I am researching Home
Farm. We will present a combined evening on these two farms in October
I have also created a website to catalogue fields and farms. It is a working document and is mainly
in note form. Please have a look and if you have any further information or material please contact me at njb123@talktalk.net. https://sites.google.com/site/njbprestbury/
Norman Baker

Bill Barrett pushing a

grass seed broadcaster box. Mid 1940s.
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PROJECTS AND PLANS
Roger Beacham is working on A WALK ROUND HISTORIC PRESTBURY which will be
available next year.
THE PRESTBURY INVENTORY TEAM is working at transcribing about 60 inventories of
the 17th and 18th Century. These are descriptions of property which needed to be valued when
the owner died intestate. They therefore contain interesting information about former Prestbury
residents an d their homes and work. The finished papers will be made available when completed
and submitted to Gloucester Archives.

RESOURCES
The PRESTBURY CENSUS RECORDS HAVE BEEN DIGITISED by Michael Cole and Micelle Rees. Michael now holds a searchable database of the census returns for Prestbury from
1841 to 1911.. This is a considerable achievement and will be a very valuable resource for anyone
researching the history of our community.
MEMORIALS AND INSCIPTIONS. A database of the memorials in St Mary's church yard has
been compiled and a disc is available on loan from Michael Cole.

WE HAVE A WEBSITE – WE NEED A WEBMASTER
http://prestburyhistory.btck.co.uk
We would like to develop the website further and feel that the best way ahead would be to appoint
a ‘webmaster’. We also hold a domain name for a new site. Is there anyone with the requisite
skill/ experience who would be willing to take it on?

MEMBERSHIP of the History Society runs for the calendar year. The Treasurer will be pleased
to receive your subscription of £10 for 2013. Please make cheques payable to Prestbury Local
History Society.
If you are already a member then we just need your name unless any contact details have changed.
If you are a new member then please let us have your name, address, phone number and email address. Wherever possible communication is via email.
Whether you are already a member or new to the society, we would like to know of any particular
research, experience, skill or interest relating to local history. Is there any part of the Prestbury
story in which you would be particularly interested—people, places, events …? We would be
very pleased to help you to get started with your research.
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We are all aware of the changing face of Prestbury. It is important that we note the changes
and maintain a record of the parish as it was. Do you have memories to share? Could you
write/record them for us please? Do you have photographs which show the buildings and
people of the previous generations? Do you have a family tree showing long established
families of the parish? Are there old diaries, records, accounts, plans, drawings etc which
you would be willing to share?

SUBJECTS WHICH ARE CURRENTLY BEING RESEARCHED INCLUDE:
PROMINENT FAMILIES AND 18-20 CENTURY HISTORY. Roger Beacham, has an unrivalled knowledge of local families and the history over the last two centuries. He is also currently
researching and preparing a Historical Walk of Prestbury.

Michael Cole has already presented some of the results of his research on THE LOST BUILDINGS OF PRESTBURY, and on Occupations of local people from Census returns.

ROADS AND PATHWAYS, TRANSPORT, OCCUPATIONS. Lynda Hodges has shared her
knowledge of ‘The Great Tollroad Scandal’ and continues to work on the history and development
of our road and path network.

Beryl Elliott is one of our most prolific researchers and continues her interest in PRESTBURY
PRE 1850 AND PRESTBURY PARK.
PRESTBURY'S MILLS, BOTH UPPER AND LOWER. Norman Baker has presented an evening on the Lower Mill and maintains his interest in that subject. The occupant of the Upper Mill
is currently working on its history.

PRESTBURY'S FIELDS AND FARMS are being researched by Norman Baker and others see inside.

THE DE LA BERE ESTATE IN PRESTBURY is being researched by Michelle Rees.

Margaret Davies has just embarked on a study of THE BURGAGE. If anyone has information,
photographs, drawings which they are willing to share she would love to hear from you.

Tony Noel is continuing his research into THE ORIGINS OF PRESTBURY, currently his earliest reference is AD803.
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EXPLORING THE HISTORY OF PRESTBURY.
The society meets regularly in the Parish Library and during the year guest speakers
are invited to give presentations. New members are always welcome to the society.
If you would like to learn a little about our village of Prestbury here are some suitable suggestions to get started. We hope that you enjoy the history of our village as
much as the members of the Society.
The first two books were written by local authors, they are currently out of print but
copies are available to read in the reference section of the Prestbury Library.
Prestbury, the History of a Cotswold Village
By Norah Cossens
A Portrait of Prestbury
By Florence Jackson
The following three books are more detailed and are also available in the reference
section of Prestbury Library.
The Ancient and Present State of Glostershire(1712) Sir Robert Atkyns
New History of Gloucestershire (1779) Samuel Rudder
A large volume originally printed in 1779 using much of Atkyns. This was reprinted
in 2006 and a copy is held in the reference section of the library.
Victoria County History Volume 8 pages 67-81
A history of St Mary’s Church Prestbury can be purchased from the church.
The life story of a church - St Mary’s Prestbury
By Lynda Hodges
Roger Beacham has written books on Cheltenham and has published a number of
articles on Prestbury. Beryl Elliott has regularly contributed to the Cheltenham Local
History Society Magazine and the Prestbury Parish Magazine.
Copies of their work can be found in the Cheltenham Library.
Please direct any enquiries to the Secretary.
Prestbury Local History Society has a website at
www.prestburyhistory.btck.co.uk
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PROGRAMME
MAY 20
“The Grotto, Prestbury’s own Garden of Delights”
In Mill Street, opposite the Lower Mill, is a red brick wall with a
wooden door which appears not to have been opened for years.
Come to find out what lies behind the door.
Roger Beacham

JUNE 24
Members research meeting
When we began the Local History Society we foresaw a programme
which would allow both research and presentation. Over the two
years the research sharing has been crowded so we are keen to reinstate it. This meeting at the library is for all members who are engaged in research. It will give opportunity to share work done and
problems encountered, and to share help and resources.

JULY 22
Village Walkabout.
Roger Beacham.
There is no meeting in August.
SEPTEMBER 23
“A Prestbury Miscellany”
Growing up in Prestbury.
Miscellaneous photographs of Prestbury.
Prestbury’s ornamental ironwork.
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